Rental Procedures
Churches that are members of the Parker Associations can rent the
trailer, for use in church- sponsored events. The trailer must be reserved
by an authorized representative of the church.
What is required to rent the trailer?
1. Complete the reservation form and send it to Parker Baptist
Associational Office along with the $100 deposit.
2. Two weeks before the rental date, send the rental fee of $250 to
Parker Baptist Associational Office, along with a Certificate of Liability
Insurance from your insurance agent.
3. When picking up the trailer, provide a suitable vehicle for pulling the
trailer with a 2 5/16” ball hitch. The loaded trailer weighs in excess of
3,000 pounds and is 16 feet long, so an experienced driver is essential.
The inflatable units are heavy and 4-6 male adults will be needed to load
and unload the trailer.
How much does it cost?
1. The rental price is $250 per day. This goes into a fund that provides
for maintenance and registration for the trailer and maintenance for the
inflatable units.
2. The $100 deposit covers any damage, failure to clean the units, or
failure to comply with procedures for use of the equipment. The deposit
will be mailed back to the church within five business days once the
trailer has been returned and the equipment has been checked.
Any other special instructions?
1.   The trailer should not be taken outside the boundaries of Parker
County, with the exception of church property that may be outside
of those county lines.

2. The trailer should be kept in a safe, secure area with the hitch lock
over the hitch and the locks on the doors secured to prevent theft.
3. Pay close attention when you unload and unroll each inflatable so that
you can replace the pieces as you found them. Remember that another
church will be using the trailer after you, and you will want to let them
find the trailer as you found it. Failure to do so will cause you to forfeit
your deposit.
4. Be sure to use the tarps that are provided under each unit to protect
the bottom. The units should be placed on a smooth, flat surface free of
rocks, bricks or jagged objects. The units should be anchored and
deflated during heavy wind gusts.
5. Clean each unit using the vacuum cleaner provided. Failure to clean
the units will cause you to forfeit your deposit.
6. Use the extension cords provided. Use of more than one 50-foot
extension cord may cause a blower to burn up. Adequate circuits will be
necessary to operate all four blowers at one time. Each blower pulls
almost 7 amps, so no more than two blowers will work on a 20 amp
circuit.
7. At least one adult should supervise each unit any time the units are
inflated. Adults should monitor use of the units to insure safe operation.
Do not allow pushing and shoving in the bounce house or on the
obstacle course.
	
  

